Work Trip Travel Time: by Residence

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: 2006

Minutes (Average)

Core (Manhattan) | Balance of NYC | Inner Suburbs | Outer Suburbs

METROPOLITAN AREA AVERAGE
Jobs-Housing Balance
NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: 2006

Core (Manhattan): Jobs per Worker = 2.8
Balance of NYC: Jobs per Worker = 0.8
Inner Suburbs: Jobs per Worker = 1.2
Outer Suburbs: Jobs per Worker = 1.0

METROPOLITAN AREA AVERAGE: Jobs per Worker = 1.2

Note: The ratio of jobs to housing in the core area is significantly higher than in the other areas, indicating a high level of congestion and potential housing challenges.
Transit Work Trip Share: by Residence
NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: 2006

- Core (Manhattan)
- Balance of NYC
- Inner Suburbs
- Outer Suburbs

METROPOLITAN AREA AVERAGE
Transit Work Trip Share: Work Location

NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: 2006

Core (Manhattan) | Balance of NYC | Inner Suburbs | Outer Suburbs
--- | --- | --- | ---
70% | 30% | 10% | 5%
Distribution of Employment
NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA: 2006

- Outer Suburbs: 32%
- Inner Suburbs: 26%
- Balance: NYC: 18%
- Manhattan: 22%

Note: Outer Suburban Share Under-Estimated (Data not available for Litchfield, Putnam, Sussex & Warren Counties)